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the dead
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Amy Tong, a member of the U.S. Olympic Judo team. hugs one of her coaches. Mike Swan. after
practice Friday. Tong left for the Summer Olympics in Sydney. Australia a (1.1 later. Tong was one
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of four San Jose State University judo competitors to earn the chance to fight in the Olympic Games.

Olympians begin medal quest
By Tiffani Analla
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She may be the youngest member of the U.S. Olympic judo team,
but for San Jose State University
senior Amy Tong, the road to Sydney, Australia was as tough as any.
"It took me a lot of blood, sweat
and tears," said Tong. "The
Olympics represents the hardship,
struggle, training, the setbacks."
The 22-year-old Hawaii native is
one of four members from the
SJSU judo team competing in the
2000 Olympics. The three other
Spartans include sophomore Eitan

Gelber, who will represent his
native land of Israel, junior
Andrew Payne who will compete
for Barbados and Sandy Becher
who will represent the United
States.
"It’s a dream of any athlete, of
coaches, of therapists," said Gelber,
who will be a trainer for Israel.
"It’s the top of the top."
Gelber, who is 25 years old,
endured intensive training this
summer, practicing from four to six
hours each day.
After practicing judo for 20
years, Gelber learned that competing in judo benefited his health.

Reconcile
with campus
rIcreation
Editor’s note: To help new student. adjust to campus
life, the Spartan Daily has put together the SJSU Survival
Guide, a comprehensive look of campus (laird in and
resources - C.L.

By Kellie Chittenden
DARN’ STAFF WRITFR

Rita Chandler, a junior majoring in human
performance said it took a lot of persuading to get
her sorority sister to fill in when her Panhellenic
team was short one player for an intramural floor
hockey game last semester. When that same
reluctant girl scored the winning goal, Chandler
explained, "It was, like, the highlight of her life."
Chandler is the intramural sports director for
Associated Students campus recreation.
The intramural sports program includes men’s,
women’s and coed leagues for floor hockey, volleyball, bowling, basketball and Frisbee.
Five -on -five basketball attracted about 60

"It took me a lot of blood, sweat
and tears. The Olympics represents
the hardship, struggle, training, the
setbacks."
Amy long, U.S. Judo Olympian
When he was 5 years old, his doctor recommended judo as a method
to help with a meningitis infection.
"Judo helps with developing
skills," Gelber said. "It helps with
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Survival
Guide

teams last semester, Chandler said.
Teams are categorized by skill level, and
Chandler said that many of the students who participate have never played organized sports
before, so beginners shouldn’t be intimidated.
"As soon as we get them out there the first
time, they come back," Chandler said, adding that
all of the Panhellenic houses have teams.
Kristin McCortnick lives in the residence halls,
and said that while she doesn’t have time to participate, she knows of students who are interested.
""A lot of people in the halls are interested in
organizing teams from what Tv, ..,.n this year,"
see RECRF A 1’ ION, Page 7

Students get serviced in the garage
Ben Aguirre Jr.
\

It’s hard not to notice that something is missing
from the southeast corner of Fourth and San Fernando Streets. The empty lot is the former home
of Wahlquist, which housed Admisaions and
Records and the Financial Aid office, among others.
Since the destruction of the building, the majority of the departments have been moved to the
Student Services Center, located on the bottom
floor of the 10th Street garage.
The Student Services Center is open from 8:30
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Friday

The face of the 10th Street parking structure
remains the same as it did a year ago, with the
exception of the glass windows that now cover the
bottom floor. The interior, however, has changed.
No longer does gray concrete plaster the walls or
the smell of gas fumes inhabit the former parking
stalls of the Student Services Center. Instead,
white walls, smooth concrete floors and the odor of
paint, occupy the area.
The Student Services Center has drawn some
criticism, but most reviews have been positive.
"At first we didn’t like it because it took away
more parking spaces," said graduating senior Roderick Caluya. "But the inside is more formal than
See

SERVICES, Page 8

coordination, confidence and balance."
Gelber thought it was a huge
honor to be requested by the
Israeli judo team to be their train-

er. "I received a phone call at three
in the morning and began to cry,"
Gelber said, describing when he
first heard the news.
Gelber plans on bringing a couple of good luck charms with him
to Sydney. One will be the flag of
Israel, and the other is a hamsa.
The hamsa is a Jewish magic
charm composed of five fingers
whose job is to "keep the bad luck
away," Gelber said.
Tong will bring her lucky white
T-shirt that she wears underneath
her gi as her good luck charm. Tong
See
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Former lyricist for the Grateful
Dead John Perry Barlow believes,
"An idea is a living thing that has
immortality." Barlow, known as
the "Thomas Jefferson of Cyberspace," for promoting free expression, spoke in the Engineering
building at San Jose State University on Tuesday. The discussion was organized by the American Library Association Student
Chapter.
Barlow spoke to the audience
in a conversational tone, which
seemed to create a relaxed atmosphere between the audience and
Barlow. This type of setting provided the audience with the
opportunity to interact with the
guest speaker.
Barlow, a co-founder of the electronic frontier Foundation, spoke
on a variety of topics ranging
from hate groups’ freedom of
expression, to his views on the
Napster situation, to the complete
banning of copyright laws.
"I don’t see a lot of authors concerned about owning their work. I
see a lot of publishers concerned
about owning their work," Barlow
said in reference to copyright
laws. "Almost overnight, young
musicians realize that signing
with a record label is a dumb
thing to do." Barlow supports the
notion that putting information
online "actually increases the
publication." Barlow believes
young musicians now know this
and they realize that if they sign
with a record company their creativity will be restricted.
Barlow recalled that in the
early 1970s, fans would tape
Grateful Dead concerts. Barlow
and the Grateful Dead believed
their fans were stealing from
See

BARLOW, rages

Farmer’s
Market still
growing
li% Mina! Candlii
Purple peppers, hot tamales and apricot jams
are among the goods one can expect to find inside
the gates of San Pedro’s Square on Fridays at the
Downtown San Jose Farmer’s Market.
Forty vendors from the Bay Area arrive every
Friday to cater to this city’s diverse, downtown
population that ranges from San Jose State University students to stay at home mothers to software engineers.
Sharon Fontana, proprietor of Fontana Farms
in Danville, said that besides the high-profit
margin, she enjoys providing a variety of fresh
fruits and jams to her customers.
"I think people miss that one-on-one interaction with the sellers. We get some really good people coming here. Some customers have become
my close friends. It’s enjoyable," Fontana said.
In May, the market moved from its location on
San Fernando and Santa Clara streets to San
Pedro’s Square, and regular visitors say they arc
happy about the move.
"I love (the new location). It’s much easier to
find parking and the ambiance is nicer, too," said
Annette Snyder, a customer who also thinks the
market is convenient for working people who
come to eat at the restaurants across the way
from the merchant aisle.
"I went into a restaurant to give my order
before coming out here to shop, and by the time I
was done, my lunch Ias ready," Snyder said.
As the afternoon sun broke out from behind
the clouds and lunchtime guests filtered onto San
Pedro Street to eat at The Old Spaghetti Factory
and Tied House restaurant, sellers upped the
ante to attract prospective buyers.

Jackie 1)Antonio Daily staff
Mathew Colter prepares a fresh hatch of kettle corn Friday at the
Farmer’s Market in San Pedro Square. Tony’s Onginal Kettle Com
will set up their tem ai the market every Friday from 10 a.m. until 2
p.m.
One man called out, "Free samples! Free samples!" and
offered the crowd succulent pieces of white nectarines while
another swiftly spread spicy, green chutney onto warm Indian
naan trying to give everyone an opportunity to taste Ills fare.
Paula Harris, an SJSU alumni, sells "Bistro Blends," garlic
balsamic bread dips and oils that are manufactured by John
See
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Editorial
Nothing changes, no matter where you live
A.S. making its
own agenda; do
students care?
appears to the Spartan Daily that students do
itnot care about how their money is being spent or
if tfie people who are using it are lying to them.

Last semester, multiple articles ran concerning the
Associated Students’ elections, which included not
only the appointing of student officers, but the
approval or disapproval of certain measures.
Students approved Measure P, which stated that it
would raise student fees by $18 per semester to open
a 24-hour computer lab. That was in April.
The new computer lab is not projected to open
until August of 2001.
This is because the Associated Students have used
fimds from Measure P to move the Scheller House
and renovate it. Yes, the large, dilapidated building
that was recently moved next to the University Police
Department building, will now be known as the University House.
Nowhere in the text of Measure P were the words
"house" or "renovation."
The Associated Students may argue that simply
because it was not stated in the text of the measure
does not mean they are not allowed to do it. This is
quite obvious and evident, considering they’ve
already gone ahead and done it.
Eventually, a computer lab is supposed to open
where the Associated Students are currently located
in the Student Union, and the Associated Students
offices are to be relocated to the University House.
Perhaps the lack of specifics in Measure P’s text is
not enough to get students riled up.
Please consider this:
Before students approved Measure P, Executive
Order 661, which required one-third of all new student fees to be directed toward financial aid programs, was repealed.
The fee remained at $18.
It should have been lowered to $12.
Associated Students is keeping money that would
have gone to someone else. It adds up to more than
$150,000 per semester.
A.S. said that shouldn’t bother students because
the money is going toward a 24-hour computer lab.
Eventually, anyway.
Perhaps the misuse of funds is still not enough to
make students pay attention.
Then what about another slap in the face dealt to
students by Associated Students?
There was another measure in last semester’s elections,. Measure Q.
Associated Students wanted to mune the Student
Union after Cesar Chavez. Students voted no.
Now the Associated Students have passed a resolution urging the administration to name a building
on campus after Cesar Chavez.
This blatantly goes against what the students want.
Do students care now?

thought I was gone, huh?
you
You were happy, weren’t ya?
You see, the bureaucracy of this
university tried making it so the Spartan Daily would not publish on Thursdays so that I would go away.
Well, too bad. I’m back.
Actually, I made that conspiracy
thing up. But I do believe it’s mighty
strange that we didn’t publish a
Thursday paper until nearly two
weeks int,o the semester. Thursday is
the day I write this mumbo jumbo for
all of you. So I see it as someone trying to stifle me.
Oh well, no need to dwell on that.
The point is, I’m back.
Same day. Same attitude. Same
dislike for DMX and Leo Davila.
I guess some things will just never
change.
No, not that corny E-40 song.
I did, however, realize this summer
how true that statement is. No matter
where I went and what I saw, things
never changed.
I went to Washington D.C. right
after the semester ended, and what
did I see in our nation’s capital?
Things being built everywhere. It
reminded me of San Jose.
Then I went off to my internship in
Fresno stay away from that hellhole at all costs and within two
weeks the place where I was living
decided to repave the entire parking
lot. I couldn’t find spaces to park. And
it smelled. I swear there’s some evil
parking demon that follows me

opment Center had opened directly
behind my apartment. So I wake up to
screaming kids at 9 a.m. every day. I
blame Mr. Davila (and actually, contrary to what D.S. Perez thinks, that
name brings up "Advil" when you spell
check it, not "Devil").
Speaking of that guy, I went to
Washington D.C., which is the slimeball politician capital of the world.
Then I came back here to hear about
A.S.’s newest exploits.
Ignoring the student vote on that
Measure Q thingy? Really smart,
buddy.
What about that

around and doesn’t allow me to park
anywhere.
So I came back to San Jose State
University, and all I see is buildings
being moved, empty spaces were
buildings once were and new buildings under construction.
Just stop building stuff for a while.
I’m getting tired of it. Give me a construction-less month, please.
I’m also tired of stuff waking me up
in the morning. This is also true no
matter where I go. My old roommates
used to sing opera and have these
annoying cats that would always
wake me up. On that account, I was
happy to go to Fresno. Well, until I discovered my window faced some street
that cars zoom down at 55 mph all day
and all night.
Then I came home to find that the
new Associated Students Child Devel-

computer lab we
voted for? I won’t even get into the $6
thing.
Then, Saturday night I see these
two criminals walking around on the
street in front of my apartment. Oh,
wait, those were A.S. guys.
I’m telling you, nothing ever
changes.
You want more examples?
No problem.
When I left here, I didn’t like DMX.
During the summer, I saw him on television and heard his music. I still didn’t like that cornball. Now, I come
home and I still hate his incessant
barking and inane lyrics.
While rm on the subject of music, I
thought I would throw this one in.
Almost everyday when I walked to
class last semester, I would walk by
Hoover Hall and hear rap music blaring out of one of the dorm windows.
My neighbor this summer had a

Today

Greek Life
Meet members of the Greek community and see what Greek Life has
to offer, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Monday
through Friday, at the information
tables in front of the Student Union.
For more information, call the Student Life Center at 924-5950.
Re-entry and Computer Help
Program (Reach I
Brown bag lunch/welcome party,
noon to 1 30 p m nt the Student
Union, Pacheco room For more information. call Jane Boyd at 924-5950.
Library Donations & Book Sales
Ongoing book sale, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m in Clark Library, 4th floor,
Room 408. For more information,
call the acquisitions department at
924-2705.
Hiapanic Business ’association
Firm meeting. 4 30 p
Ill OW

compare to football

Student Union, Almaden room. For
more information, call Octavio at
815-6482.
SJSU Film Club
Free film presentation, 9 p.m. at
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For more
information. e-mail anemiaspluePhotmail.com
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
Mu Phi Epsilon Music Honor Fraternity Student Highlights: trumpet.
percussion and voice, featuring Hitomi de la Fuente, piano, performing
Brahma and Liszt, 12:30 p.m. to 1:15
p.m. in the Music Building Concert
Hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4631.
Sail] Choraliers
Auditions for male singers.
Choir meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in
the Music building, Room 160. For
more information, call Charlene
Archibeque at 924-4333.
Alph ’Capps Delta Phi
"Singled out" with the brothers
of Pi Alpha Phi, 6:30 p.m in front of
the Event Center. For more information, call Judy (510) 367-6884

Zeta Chi Epsilon
Information night, 8 p.m. in the
Student Union, Pacifica room. For
more information, call 309-1823.

Friday
SJSU Sailing Club
Come check us out. No experience necessary. Co-ed. Weekly Friday practice, 1:30 p.m. to sunset at
Lake Cunningham, near Raging
Waters. For more information, call
Joanna Dilley at (6501 799-3208 or
e-mail. JoDilleyeaol com
Jewish Student Union/Hillel of
Silicon Valley
Shabbat dinner, 6 p.m. at 336 E.
William St. For more information,
call Arlene at 286-6669.

Sunday
Lambd Sigma Gamma & Zet
Chi Epsilon
Lip Sync Rush SOCA
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Lambda Sigma Gamma Multi
cultural Sorority
Study night, 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
the Clark Library, 4th floor. For more
information, call Bell at 3034763.
Nurees Christian Fellowship
"The Real Jesus," 11 a.m. in the
Student Union, Montalvo room. For
more information, call Dime Stegmeir
at 279-6385.
Financial Management Association (FMA)
Social event with guest speaker
from Cisco Systems, 4:30 p m in
the Student Union, Umunhurn
room. For more information, call
Tony Zimecki at 247-5252.
Sparta Guide is provided fret. of charffiv to stii
denu. faculty and staff The deadline fro entries ts
noon. three days before the drowsy’ publication dale
F:ntry forme au available in the Spartan Daily
I Mice Spa, restrodions TAY require rdiung of subMOU11011. Entnes are plynted in tho order in which
they are received
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p m. at the Sherman Oaks Community
Center, 1800 Fruitdale Ave. For more
information, call Bell at 303-4753.

Monday
Lambda Sigma Gamma Multicultural Sorority
Informational meeting, 7 p.m. to
8 p.m. in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call Bell at 303-4753.
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Production Editor "Oz-mosis"
appears Thursdays.

No other sport can

Spart
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass, 12-10 p m. to 12:35
p.m at the Campus Ministry
Chapel, 300 S. 10th St. For more
information, call Father Charlie at
938-1610.

luta& for bumpin’. his music pretty
loud early in the morning as well. But
with the traffic, it didn’t bug me as
much, thankfully.
Anyhow, the first day I get back to
SJSU, I’m walking to the Daily, and
what do I hear as I’m passing Hoover
Hall? Yep, booming bass and words I
couldn’t really make out.
One suggestion for the aforementioned Hoover Hall resident: Pick up
the new De La Soul or Foreign Legion
albuzns.
Like I said, nothing changes. No
matter where I go, everything stays
the same.
Do I sound like a broken record yet?
Hey, I wouldn’t mind breaking a
DMX record. Maybe over the head of
our fearless, wonderful, heroic student
body president?
But, I digress. I should think of
some sort of solution for this.
How about we talce some of e
money that A.S. got from Meas
and buy me some earplugs. The , e
ship Mr. Davila off to Fresno with
DMX. Because he likes to build things
so much, he can build them a little
house to live in.
Preferably right smack-dab in the
middle of that 55-mph street.
All it will take is one morning of
rush hour traffic.
Problems solved.
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offense to other major
Noleague sports, but football
is, by far, the most exciting
sport to watch and play.
The entertainment level of
other major league sports is
nowhere near that of the National Football League.
In no other sport can men take
out their aggression on one another for four quarters, then pat one
another’s behinds and give hugs
when it’s all over.
Some may argue that hockey is
more compelling, with its breakaway one-on-one plays. Others
may say basketball is more exciting, with its fast breaks that end
in electrifying dunks. Still others
contest that baseball arid its 9th
inning, one-play heroics rival
every other sport.
But, no other game in America
can sustain the level of intensity
of each down. None can match the
uncertainties of each play,
whether it brings success, failure
or injury.
Never has a sport been created
where its teammates must rely on
each other to such an extent as in
America’s favorite contact sport.
Football is the definition of
teamwork.
Other sports involve teamwork, but football is based on
teamwork. Each person on the
field has a job to do, and if they
don’t do their job, the team will
not succeed, and the chances of
injury increase.
If the offensive guard doesn’t
block his man, the quarterback
could get sacked. If the defensive
tackle doesn’t come down to take
out the center, his linebackers
may not be able to pull off the
stunt play.
Contrast this with baseball,
basketball and hockey where one
player can take his or her team to
the top.
In life, one can control his own
destiny. But on the football field,
all 11 men must work as a welloiled machine and unite as one.
In every aspect of a football
game, one will find excitement,
whether it be Randy Moss going
deep and catching a ball in stride
then sprinting for the end zone, or
a vicious hit from Zach Thomas on
a receiver trying to catch a ball
coming across the middle.
Football is different from all

other sports. Baseball has nine
innings in a regulation game,
most of which are slow and

uneventful. Basketball has four
quarters, just as football does, but
usually does not provide many
standout plays, except for the
closing minutes of a championship grune.
When it comes to keeping ones
att,ention, hockey is the only sport
that comes close. For three periods, five men, six when including
the goalie, race up and down the
ice and try to put the puck in the
opposing net.
While hockey provides plenty
of action, it does have its boring
moments. Moments such as when
the remaining minutes of a game
are filled with icing calls, where
one team just shoots the puck t,o
the opposite end to kill time, or
when they keep passing the puck
back and forth only to I
to a
defender.
Football requires a momentous
finish to each play. Whether it be
a stunning blow from a linebacker, a running back diving
over the pile of humanity that
covers the goal line or even a
quarterback who is chased by
three defenders out of bounds.
The conclusion differs from
hockey, in which the puck can be
shot over the glass, and no contact
has to be made anywhere on the
ice.
The bottom line is football carries its excitement throughout the
game. The pressure doesn’t let up
until the final whistle blows, and
everyone can agree that the battle
has ended.
Ben Aguirre Jr is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer

Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged ki express themselves on the ()pinion page with a letter
to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to an issue or point of view that has
appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
he edited for
clarity. grammar. libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, sign aaaaa and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
()ffice in Dwight Bente! Hall Room 209. sent hy fax to (408) 924-3237, e-mail at
SDAILY@jmc.sjsuedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily ()pinion Editor. School of
Joumalism and Mass Communications. San Jose State University, One Washington
Square, San Jose. CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are wriften by, and are the consensus of, the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily. the School ofloumalism and Mass Communications or SJSU.
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EATS
Students find alternatives
at off-campus eateries
111
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By Eric Anderson
and Trisha Santos
DAILY STAFF WRITERS
Tara Netter likes good, healthy
food.
But she said she often has to
sacrifice a reasonable price for
quality, particularly concerning
the food on campus.
"They offer healthy alternatives in the Market Cafe and the
Student Union, but those tend to
be too pricey," said Netter, a senior majoring in systems physioloWhile the cost of food is not an
issue to Winston Kwong, a San
Jose State University staff member, he said he would rather eat
off campus than tackle the long
lunch lines.
"It’s always so crowded,"
Kwong said.
Whether it is waiting in long
lines or simply seeking alternative food choices, some students
are venturing off campus to satisfy their appetites and avoiding
the jStudent Union and the old
Cafeteria. Many students find
they get mere for what they pay
for at off-campus eateries.
Netter, who often dines at
Ben’s Fast Food, located at 10th
and San Carlos streets, said she
eats there because she gets the
best food value.
"I definitely get the best food
and more food for my dollar," Netter said.
Students sometimes choose to
go off campus because the restaurants are closer than the Student
Union or the old Cafeteria.
Kwong, who had lunch at
Pizza A Go Go, said he prefers
eating there because it is near
Uchida Hall.
"I just have to cross Fourth
Street, and I don’t have to wait so
long to get my food," Kwong said.
Spartan Daily staffers embarked on a mission to find other
such restaurants. Featured here
are six restaurants that met our
criteria
walking distance,
decent food and meals under $6
and found that it is possible to
please the palate, as well as the
wallet.
Asaithem’s Super Hot Dog
SiillInth Street Plaza
Perhaps the most "snarfable"
cuisine around on and off campus may be found at the Abraham’s Super Hot Dog stand. Situ
ated between the Event Center
and Sweeney Hall, students in a
hurry can grab something to eat
from this stand while being serenaded to classical music.
Whether one orders a jumbo
hot dog, Louisiana hot link or a
polish sausage, it is always fresh

Travel
Student Travel
!ram A to 2
On the journey from A to Z.
A is as important as Z
-buddhist saying
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from the first taste, all the way
down to the last bite. Served in
aluminum foil, the hot dogs stay
warm as well.
Eli Chou, a child development
major, ordered a jumbo hot dog,
potato chips and a soda for $2.75.
The stand also offers Louisiana
hot links for $2.99 each and an
extra-long polish sausage for
$2.50. Both items include chips
and a soda.
Chou, who was taking a break
in between classes, said she was
impressed by the quality of the
food.
While she found the food to be
satisfactory, Chou said she especially liked the convenience.
"It’s fast and you can eat right
before class," said Chou, who
takes most of her classes inside
Sweeney Hall.
But students are not the only
fans of the hot dog stand.
Trudy Fernandez, an analyst
for credential services in the College of Education, said she stops
by one to two times each week.
She said she usually orders iced
coffee or fresh fruit.
Fernandez also said she appreciated the warmth of the stand’s
owners, Abraham and Abbey
Beyena.
"He’s very friendly," Fernandez
said of Abraham. "On one occasion, he lent me $20 to go to
another restaurant."
Ben’s Fast Food:
Chinese 8, American Food
457 E. San Carlos St.
If you want to eat off campus,
but do not want to venture far,
nothing can beat the close proximity of Ben’s Fast Food, located
at 10th and East San Carlos
streets, across from the Boccardo
Business Center and Allen Hall.
Ben’s Fast Food offers a healthy
meal at a cheap price.
A two-item combination plate
costs $2.75, a three-item plate is
$3.90 and a four-item plate plus a
soda is $4.99. Customers have an
array of choices including fried
rice, chow mein, vegetable stir-fry
and egg rolls.
Carline Harris, a Moulder Hall
resident, missed lunch hour in
the Dining Commons. She said
the Dining Commons for the six
campus halls only stays open
from 11:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
This was her first time at

Above, Mario Gongora, an employee at Pizza A Go Go,
adds toppings to a pizza.
Left, inside Peanuts restaurant, located across the street
from San Jose State University at 295 E. San Femando St.
Peanuts is one of the oldest restaurants around campus.

Ben’s Fast Food, and she chose
spicy chicken, chow mein and rice
sticks. The server allowed her to
get half-portions, so although she
had three items on her plate, she
only paid for the two-item combination special. Her order came to
$3.90, including a soda.
"It was good," Harris said.
’When I go to other places, there’s
no flavor."
Ls Victoria’s
104 W. San Carlos St.
With their low prices, more
than satisfying portions and
salsa music in the background,
eating at La Victoria’s is a pleasurable dining experience.
The Barrita family owns La
Victoria’s, which has been in business for about two years. Marcos
Barrita claims the secret to their
restaurant’s success is in its
salsa, which contains tomatoes,
cilantro and onions.
"It’s my dad’s special blend of
salsa that keeps customers coming back," Barrita said.
Customers have the option of
ordering burritos, tacos and que-

sandwich. French fries or salad
are included with all sandwich
orders.
Jakkapon Teeramaythawit, a
graduate student in industrial
studies, said he likes the variety
of sandwiches offered at Peanuts
and the low cost.
"They have many types to
choose from, and I like eating
here because I can watch TV, "
said the Thailand native.
Vinesh Vijaya, a student assistant inside the Engineering
building, said he is satisfied with
the food.
"For what you pay, the food is
Phows hv Tsittomit Fajita / Daily staff OK," he said.
Peanuts also offers breakfast
sadillas in two sizes: regular and specials. Two eggs, hash browns
super.
and toast are $1.89. Add bacon or
A regular carnitas burrito
sausage and the cost goes up to
filled with fried pork, whole $2.39. A cheese omelet, hash
beans, rice and salsa costs
browns and toast comes to $2.65.
$3.19. But don’t let the word
"regular" fool you. Although it is Piz;za A Go Go
smaller than a super, a regular 117 E. San Carlos St
size burrito is enough to feed two
With the theme of Hawaii people. A super-sized burrito Five-0 playing in the background
includes sour cream and gua- and the ceiling adorned with surfcamole for $4.19. Sodas are 70 boards, customers can enjoy an
cents for a small, 90 cents for a affordable, tasty meal at Pizza A
medium and $1.45 for a large.
Go Go.
Jeff Risko, a graduate student
The "Meal Deal" comprised
in meteorology, said he was of one slice of pizza, a salad and
impressed with the servings.
is popular
soda for $4.50
He ordered a regular steak among students, said Amy
burrito.
Armond, an employee at Pizza A
"It’s a pretty good size, and the Go Go.
bigger the better," Risko said.
Pizza sold by the slice includes
cheese, pepperoni, pesto, super
Peanuts
veggie, combination, Hawaiian
275 E. San Fernando
with ham and pineapple toppings
The good food and low prices at
and barbecue chicken.
Peanuts are perfect for a stuCustomers also have the
dent’s limited budget.
option of purchasing the "Big
Customers can order sand- Deal" which costs $20 and
wiches for as little as $2.25, such
as a grilled cheese, and as much
as $4.05 for a teriyaki chicken

iillimeMcKEE ROAD

includes a large pizza and large
pitcher of a soft drink or beer.
Carlos Restrepo, a senior computer science major, said he
prefers eating off campus when
he was seen having lunch at
Pizza A Go Go.
"Although it’s not necessarily
cheaper to eat off campus, the
quality of food is better, and it’s
less crowded: Restrepo said.
Yummy Rice
414-A E. William St
The most attractive features at
Yummy Rice are the price and the
quality of the food.
"The noodles are good and the
ingredients are fresh," said Violet
Nguyen, a frequent patron of
Yummy Rice.
Nguyen, an advertising major,
said she visits the restaurant an
average of twice a week.
"It’s fast," she said. "It fits into
the college student’s budget."
For any three items ordered,
the price is $3 plus the cost of a
drinlc. For a few select items, such
as a chicken leg and thigh, 50
cents is added to the bill.
Agustin Lobato, a junior
majoring in sports medicine,
rated quality as the No. 1 reason
he ate at Yummy Rice, with price
as a close second. He said he stops
by about twice a month.
Sammy Thong said Yummy
Rice is where she often gets her
lunch when she works at Robert’s
Bookstore.
Along with fried rice and Mongolian chicken, Thong had
ordered the ever-popular five-flavor chicken. The fare’s total,
including bottled water for $1,
came to just under $5.

mum STORAGE

(408) 926-9200

Are you interested in listing
available housing options to an SJSU
colleague or student?
For more information
contact the
()ff Campus Housing Program
924-RENT (7368)
or visit us on-line at
www.housing.sjsu.edu
(off-campus housing link)

If you are in the neighborhood,
please drop by our office located in University
Housing Services on the ground level of Joe West Hall
at the corner of 9th and San Salvador.

FALL PROMO!!!
urirr SIZE

UNIT PRICE
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140.00
,
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10 x 10

SAVINGS ON UNITS BELOW!!!
Pay 2 months
1 MONTH FREE!
(BO Day 01,1101lool - No Rrundo clisriog le 90 deg. of opeolol oiler )

5 x 12
5 x B
5x 6

64.00
54.00

AdiT1111. Pee
Refundable Cleaning Deposit

19.00
25.00

45.00

2801 McKee Rood
San Jose, CA 95127
Office Hours: Monday - Saturday 9:00 - 6:00
Sunday 10:00 - 5:00

(408) 926-9200
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GOING FOR THE

JUDO, continued from Page I

Bacher

practicing

10

years old and believes that if she

face to gear up for her competi-

has a career day, she could finish

tion.

when

she

was

"It’s an honor, and I want to do

in the top eight in Sydney.
One of Tong’s strongest influences is Mike Swain, former judo
world champion and alumnus of
SJSU. Swain was also a coach at
the 436 Olympics.
Tong gives credit to Swain for

the best I can," Bacher said.
Bacher said she may retire
after the Olympics and plans on
returning to school to get her
teaching credentials to work with
kids on a full time basis.
Like Becher, Payne, a 22-yearfrom Barbados, is also an

giving her advice with her techniques on setting up her oppo-

old

nents.

Olympic veteran.

Yosh Uchida, head coach of the
SJSU judo team, believes the

second Olympics.

only

Tong

component

lacks

is

His

be competing in his
Payne quali-

fied in the 1996 Olympics as a

seem

"I definitely think I’m going to

Tong’s

win," said Payne, who credits his

may

judgement

unusual

He will

wild card.

experience.
considering

the "backbone of my

accomplishments, which include

family

a first place finish in the 1999
Senior Nationals and third place

success."

finishes

in both the

Payne never travels without his

dezvous

Tournament

1999 Renand

Pan-

But,

Uchida

is

As for his superstitious items,

He
referring

to

Olympic experience.
Tong may be able to pick up a

as

Bible or cross.

American Games.

will

also

bring

along

a

darumon, a Japanese doll, as his
good luck charm.
For the four

SJSU

athletes
all

competing

year-old

the "blood, sweat, and tears" was

San

Jose

native;

who

worth it.

the Olympics.
"I have a lot more experience,"

\.

in

the Olyrnpics,

few tips from Bacher, for the 32 will be making her third trip to
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been

has

judo for 18 years and has a brutal
routine of slapping herself in the

began judo
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"It’s a once in a lifetime kind
of thing,"

Uchida

said.

"It’s

a

Bacher said. "I know I have the

memory they will always cher-

ability to place."

ish."
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Right, U.S.

Olympic team mem-

bers Sandy Bacher. left. Andrew
Payne. middle. and Amy Tong,
right, toast with other members of
the judo team. Yoshihiro Uchida, far
left. San Jose State University’s judo
coach, brought them to Kubota
Japanese restaurant the night before
they left for the Olympics.

Above, Tong watches with Lee
Heitzman as their roommates and
teammates Shana Sugiura and Zac
Caltagirone load the car with Tong’s
luggage before leaving for the airpon. Tong flew to San Diego for a
few days with teammate Sandy
Bacher before leaving for Sydney to
compete in the Olympics.

right. Bacher packs her
clothing while she says goodbye to
Mir inend on the phone. This.well
be Bacher’s third time at the
Olympic games, but she said she
still packs at the last minute. three
hours before her plane leaves.
Below, Payne spars with a teamTop

mate during practice. Paync will be
participating in the upcoming
Olympics as a member of the
Barbados Judo Team.
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WORK FOR THE SPARTAN DAILY!

THERE IS STILL 77ME TO ENROI I !

NOW HIRING!

MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

* DELIVERY POSITION *
Start 0 $7.00/hr.
Work from 7am - 9am on school days, delivering
The Spartan Daily to newstancls on campus.
We need someone who is:
* Dependable & Energetic
* Positive with a Team Attitude
* Able to lift bundles of papers
* Has a GM. & clean DMV
Apply at The Spartan Daily
Dwight Bentel Hall Room 203 or 209

Perfect jot, for a morning person!

2000

with a concentration in

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
0, Classes

Focus on managed care and integrated dthvery system5.
meet in an alternate Friday evening/Saturday morning fOrmat.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL 408-255-1701
University of San Francisco
South Bay Regional Campus
20085 Stevens Creek Boulevard, Cupertino, CA 95014
Email: cupertinocampuseusica.edu
Phone: 408-255-1701
The University ofSan Fmncisco is accredited by the Western Association ofSchools and Colleges
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Men’s soccer team tames bullying Gauchos
SJSU manages 2-0 victory in
physical contest with 61 fouls;
two UCSB players ejected
Bill Picht
DAILY STAFF WRITER
The San Jose State University
men’s soccer team defeated the
University of California at Santa
Barbara Gauchos 2-0 Sunday at
Spartan Stadium.
The non-conference game was
marked by extremely physical
play, as two UCSB players were
ejected from the game in the first
half A total of 61 fouls were called
in the game. UCSB accounted for
29.
"They’re big. They’re strong.
They’re physical. They like to
kick, run, push and shove," said
Spartans head coach Gary St.
Clair. "We try to play the game,
IrtIbut the other team tried to whack
’4"’ everything that moves and tried
to force their style of play on us."
The Spartans were able to
answer the Gauchos’ aggressive
tactics with a little rough play of
their own.
"Frank Sanfilippo (SJSU sophomore defender) was knocking
people around ... which was fun
to see," St. Clair said.
Senior forward Dan Fife headed in the first Spartan goal with
about 25 minutes left in the first
half, putting SJSU in front 1-0.
"It was a free kick," Fife said. "I
got free from my man and headed on
goal, and I think the goalie made a
lucky swipe at it (the ball). It popped
up, and I finished it off with a header," Fife said.
Ten minutes later, senior midfielder Jorge Martinez passed to

sophomore midfielder Isaias
Bardales, who blasted a shot past
the charging Gauchos goalkeeper
for the Spartans final goal of the
contest.
The Gauchos played without
two players for the entire second
half, and according to St. Clair,
the Spartans should have used it
to their advantage.
"In the second half we played
down to their nine players," St.
Clair said about the scoreless second period. "We did not play real
well."
SJSU goalie Chris Humphreys
shut out UCSB with seven saves.
Ultimately, the Spartans
expressed satisfaction with their
effort.
"We got the zero on the board,
we kept the shutout," junior
defender Gonzalo Guerra said.
Near the end of the first half,
Fife injured his right ankle and
was lost for the game.
"I went up really high for a
header, and on the way down I got
bumped by one of their guys and
landed right on the outside of my
right foot," Fife said.
Fife wasn’t sure of the seriousness of his injury, but said his goal
was to play in the Spartans’ next
game at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
against Cal State Northridge at
Spartan Stadium.
Notem The Spartans had their
highest scoring game of the season in
an 8-1 victory Friday against Cal
State San Bernardino at Spartan
Stadium.

No. 9, Dan Fife scored the first of two goals Sunday
against the University of California at Santa Barbara
The first goal came early in the match when Fife finished the ball with a spectacular header. The game
soon became physical, resulting in two ejections for
UCSB. The Spartans were able to put a second goal in
just before half time.
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STAFF EDITOR
Stanford quarterback Randy Fasani remembers
what happened last season.
It’s etched in his mind. And it’s been lingering for
a year.
Ever since the underdog Spartans were the only
ones left standing in a 44-39 tug of war in front of
the Cardinal faithful last year at Stanford Stadium
- he’s been waiting.
"’We don’t have positive thoughts about them celebrating on our field," Fasani said.
He and his teammates will have revenge on their
minds Saturday when the Spartans again head
down Interstate 280 to The Farm.
Revenge for what happened last season, and in
1998 when the San Jose State University squad
pulled out a 35-23 victory to stun Stanford.
"Anytime someone beats you two times in a row
the thoughts are in the back of your head that you
ha
o beat that team," Fasani said. "iNe’ve been
waintig a year."
Likewise, the Spartans are motivated to prove
that the rich kids down the highway are no better
than SJSU.
"’We just don’t like those guys," said Spartan linebacker Josh Parry. "And whenever you don’t like a
team, you step up. Everyone always says Pac-10
(Pacific-10 Conference) and Rose Bowl. But we just
like beating them."
The Spartans have basked in it for the past two
years, and Stanford head coach Tyrone Willingham
is getting tired of the constant reminders of the last
two losses to SJSU.
"There’s always someone that reminds you of a
loss," Willingham said. "It’s always about bragging
rights. We want to have the opportunity to say we
beat that team in our own building."
But if you talk to Parry, that’s not going to happen.
"I expect to beat ’em," said the senior co-captain.
"I think we can. After playing the No. 1 team in the
country, no one looks as good."
If Parry is right, the Spartans will make it three
straight against the Cardinal for the first time
since 1981-1983. Back then, current Spartan head
coach Dave Baldwin was an assistant coach at
SJSU.

Middle\\4
"A lot of our kids know their kids," Baldwin said.
"It’s unique that this is so close. The closeness of it
makes it fun."
The fun might last until the 7 p.m. kickoff time,
then it will be intense. Just ask Fasani.
"We’re gonna be competitive and people close to
the field are going to hear some pretty loud hits."

Stanford on stopping Deonce
Stanford coach Tyrone Willingham identified the
Cardinal’s No. 1 objective - stopping Deonce
Whitaker - without hesitation.
"He’s probably the best back we’ll see this year,"
Willingham said. "He’s a player that almost singlehandedly embarrassed Nebraska."
The 5-foot-6-inch tailback is 10th in the nation in
rushing yards after his 147-yard performance
against the Comhuskers on Saturday.
Willingham said his defense will have something
new for VVhitaker when he steps into the backfield
Saturday night.
"We have to have changes for him," Willingham
said. "Don’t anticipate the same game plan you saw
last week."
Stanford may have changed its strategy, but
Whitaker said it doesn’t matter.
"You can change your plan to stop me, but we have
other weapons on this team," Whitaker said. "Stopping me ain’t gonna solve your problem. We proved
that last year."
This will be Whitaker’s first time playing Stanford
in his SJSU career, after watching on the sidelines
the previous two years.
With Whitaker missing the game because of an
ankle injury, the Spartans proved they can win without him. An aerial attack featuring a school-high 255
yards receiving from Steven Pulley saved the day.
Now, Whitaker gets his chance to make the big
plays. "Two years in a row, I’ve been just wishing I
could get out there. I really want to play (Stanford).
Just watching the game kills me."
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Students (w/student ID card) &
LADIES FREE THURSDAYS with this ad
NO COVER B4 9pm FRI & SAT with this ad

OFFICIAL BACHELORETTE HEADQUARTERS OF SAN JOSE!
Head of the line Door Prizes & much, much more!
Come and celebrate your last night of freedom with us

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

Experience Deca Dance with 2 Clubs & 3 lit Dance floors

THE LARGEST PARTY IN SAN JOSE!
396 S. First Street

San Jose

www.pollyesthers.com
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408-280-1977

3 FLOORS. 3 DJ’S AND 2 DECADES OF THE BEST RETRO SAN JOSE HAS EVER
EXPERIENCED DJ SAM BOY & SPECIAL GUESTS SPIN BUBBLEGUM S TUNES
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THE END IS COMING OCTOBER 26.

TO PREPARE. RESERVE YOUR COLLECTOR.S EDITION GOLD CARTRIDGE WITH 3D LABEL WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
TO SURVIVE. GO TO WWW.RADIOZELDA COM
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IF VOU NEED
RECREATION TO SURVIVE
INTRAMURAL SPORTS: basketball,

floor hockey, Frisbee. football, volley ball, bowling.
Con: Free to students
MORE lino: (408) 924-6217
I N DOOR ADVENTURE CLASSES:
Massage therapy, yoga, camping.
more.
Cosr: $5-$20 for students
MORE Iwo: A.S. Business Office
HIKES: Big Basin, Muir Woods.
Castle Rock.
Con: $5-$10 for students
MORE INFO: A.S. Business Office
AmDailies: Skydiving, Yosemite.
kayaking, more.
COST: $75-$350
MORE INFO:
hnp://as.sjsu.edu/ascr/
GEAR RENTAL PROGRAM: Available
to students planning their own trips.
Inventory includes: sleeping bags,
tents, ice chests. lanterns, more.
Cosi: Varies
MORE INFO: A.S. Business Office
FITNESS CLASSES: Taught at Event

giber sports club group exercise
1.11n. Classes include: step aerobics. kickboxing, cycling and body
toning.
COST: Free for students (must register at A.S. Business Office)
Moat Info: (408) 924-6217
EVENT CENTER SPORT CLUB:
Rock-climbing wall. open recreation room. racquetball and minigy m ith free weights and cardio
equipment
COST: Free for students
MORE INEO: (408) 924-6368
BOWLING CENTER: Located in the
basement of Student Union. Bowling. foosball. table tennis. video
game. air hockey and billiards.
Cosr: Varies. Student discount with
Tower card.
Mon INFo: (408) 924-6400

A

AQUATIC CENTER: Located on
Eighth Street and Paseo De San
Carlos. Lifeguard-superv ised shalloa recreation area and lap-lane
sa imming.
COST: Free for students a ith current
Tower card
MORE INFO: 1408) 924-6341
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RECREATION: Many options are available

to keep students active on campus
continued from Pap I

they don’t fit her schedule.
"I would (take adventure classMcCormick said.
es), but I’m in Hollister. I wouldn’t
For students with a desire to wait around to take them," McNeil
hone their skills in the great out- said, adding that she commutes to
doors, A.S. Campus Recreation campus by train and doesn’t know
offers an adventures program. This if the trains run late enough to
semester students can hike 12 allow her to get home.
miles through Big Basin State
Another aspect of campus recrePark, skydive in Monterey or take ation are the fitness classes held in
the first-ever international trip
the Event Center sport club group
sea kayaking in Baja, Mexico.
exercise room which include step
Matt McNamara, director of aerobics, aquatic aerobics, yoga
adventures and fitness, organizes and kickboxing.
the outdoor excursions for stuAll of the fitness classes are free
dents. McNamara said his goal to enrolled students, McNamara
with the adventures program is to said, because they are paid for
give students skills they can take with the Associated Students fee
back to the classroom.
that is part of tuition costs. Stu"My typical mantra is, if I can dents can register to get a free one
put a student in a situation where pass needed to get into the fitness
they have to make a decision that classes in the Associated Students
has consequences, they’re going to Business Office.
be able to make a decision that has
Jennifer Wilhite, a junior majorless severe consequences," he said. ing in finance, has taken spin
The adventures are open to stu- classes at the Event Center sport
dents of all skill levels, McNamara club. The class rides stationary
said, and training and most of the Schwinn bicycles with weighted fly
necessary gear is included in the wheels that can be adjusted to simcost of the trip.
ulate hills or flat riding.
"We try to get out as far away
"It’s a difficult class," Wilhite
from the metropolis of San Jose as said. "You should be in shape
we can," McNamara said. "Lots of before you take it."
kids are city kids. Most of the peoWilhite said that as a dancer,
ple that go on the Yosemite trip, for she belongs to a gym off campus
example, have never been to and takes up to eight classes a
Yosemite before."
week to stay in shape. She plans on
Leticia Gonzalez, a sophomore making four of those the spin
majoring in graphic design, said classes offered on campus.
that the some of the trips are too
"I like the fact that they offer
expensive.
these classes where you don’t have
"I want to take the sky diving to enroll," Wilhite said. "I find that
trip, but it’s too much money," Gon- the people that take these classes
zalez said.
actually want to be here, as
For students who consider opposed to what I’ve found in other
camping, sky diving or anything classes that are mandatory
outdoors too adventurous, campus towards graduation."
recreation also hosts a series of
The newest addition to the
extracurricular classes. The classes sport club is a two-story climbing
cater to students with special wall that will accommodate up to
interests and include introductions three climbers at a time.
to camping, a map and compass
Jeff Welch, a senior double
class, fencing and self-defense.
majoring in behavioral science and
"I try to design a schedule that sociology, works at the sport club
gets students a broad range of as a fitness assistant and said the
experiences so that they recognize new indoor rock-climbing wall was
there’s more to college than doing a direct result of student demand.
homework," McNamara said.
"We did a survey asking stuHe said the classes attract any- dents what they wanted to see in
where from five to 25 students, here, and the wall came back No.
adding that massage therapy and 1," Welch said.
yoga are the most popular.
The wall is not currently open,
Kim McNeil, a nursing student, according to sport club Supervisor
said she thinks the classes are a Marius Stylianou.
good idea, but because most of the
"We are waiting for the safety
clasSes are offered in the’, eVening, mats for the floor," Stylianou said.

1013 FAllo
Thursday, September 7th from 5pm 7:30pm
Located at
851 E. Hamilton Ave., Campbell

Carol Bums, a graduate student, and Melissa Mcclure,
an occupational therapy major, take part in a spin class
Tuesday at the Spartan Complex offered through the AssoStylianou did not have information on when the mats would
arrive and sport club Manager
Andre Morrow could not be
reached for comment.
Open-university student, Aliza
Dubin, said she wasn’t aware of
the sport club. Dubin belongs to
Pacific Edge, a rock-climbing gym
in Santa Cruz.
"I would have to check it out
first," Dubin said regarding
whether she would cancel her gym
membership and use the sport club.
Open-university students must
pay $75 per semester to use the
sport club.
The sport club also includes 10
racquetball courts, a free court for
open-recreation basketball, volleyball and badminton, a group exercise room and a mini gym equipped
with free weights, Stairmasters,
Lifecycles, treadmills, row ing
machines and Cybex weightlifting
machines.
Baljit Dhanjal, a junior majoring in psychology, said she uses the
sport club gym because it’s free for
students.
"I went to Evergreen Valley College, and they didn’t have any of
that offered," Dhanjal said. "I came
here and I was like, wow, I can go
lift, and it’s free."
Kirstin Albers, a lifeguard at

..whasnon II idniann Daily staff
ciated Students. The class is 45 minutes long and is offered
six times a week.

the Aquatic Center, said most students don’t Icnow that they have
access to "one of the largest pools
in the Bay Area" on campus.
The pool, located behind the
Event Center, measures 25 yards
by 60 meters 10 meters longer
than an Olympic-sized pool.
Albers, a senior majoring in
child development and psychology,
said the pool has hosted local
water polo championships, swim
meets and, most recently, has
served as the practice pool for the
U.S. Olympic synchronized swimming team.
Albers said long-course swimming during which swimmers
swim the length of the pool is
not available because the pool is
too long. Two bulkheads, wall-like
structures that act as dividers,
would need to be placed at 50
meters to allow long-course swimming Albers said.
Lifeguard-supervised lap lanes
and a shallow recreation area are
set up for student and community
use. Albers said students can bring
lounge chairs for sunbathing.
All students need a current
Tower card to get in for free, and
non-students can purchase a day,
month, semester or annual pass
from the Event Center sport club.
"This is really their (the stu-

dents’) pool," Albers said.
Scott Fannin, a junior majoring
in mechanical engineering, said he
knows about the Aquatic Center
but has never used it.
"I just go to class and go home,"
Fannin said.
The Student Union is another
recreational outlet for students.
The bowling center on the first
floor has billiards, table tennis,
video games, air hockey and foosball in addition to 14 bowling lanes.
The bowling center also has
glow-in-the-dark bowling on Friday nights from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Jimmy Le, a sophomore, said
that even though he lives off campus, he prefers the bowling center
for shooting pool with friend’s.
"The rates are cheaper, and you
see more of the people you know,"
Le said.
Student rates are available
with a current Tower card.
Viet Ngyuen, a freshman majoring in business, said he has been to
the bowling center but prefers
AMF Pastimes Lanes located
behind Oakridge Mall on Thornwood Drive in San Jose.
"It has black lights, more people, and it’s bigger," Ngyuen said,
later adding, "more girls" and pizza
to his list of reasons he prefers
PastImer-
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.loos now available in our accredited school age and preschool pro ,rams:

TEACHERS
ASSISTANT SITE SUPERVISORS

Qualified Teachers
Starting at
OILS

SITE SUPERVISORS

Great Locatioas Throughout the South Bay!
CDI/CDC is an Equal Opportunity Employer. We offer Full Time & Part Time
employees competitive wages and excellent benefits including:
Medical, Dental, Life Insurance, PAID Vacation/Sick/Holiday/Trainings
Long Term Disability, Child (’are Discount, 40IK and MUCH MORE!

ASK ABOUT OUR HIRING BONUS!
CALL NOW!
408-371-9900 or
our 24hr. job Hotline: 1-888-9-CDICDC
Send resumes to:
FAX: (408) 371-7685 or
e-mail: jobs@cdicdc.org

You can’t be sure when you’re
buying your books from some online
bookseller that has no connection to
your school. Do you really want to start
class without your books in hand?
Spartan Bookstore has the
books, software, and supplies you need
-- and we’re right on campus!

Online or On Your Way to Class:
Get the Real Deal at
Spartan Bookstore!
ESpartanBookstore
A
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survival advice would you

give to a new student at SJSU?

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY’ - SPARTAN DAIL)

SERVICES: Tower Card, advising

among necessities for new students
continued from Page I

"All you have to do is pay attention in class. High school was harder."
--Jocelyn Howey
junior
advertising

’Don’t spend so much time in the
Union because you won’t study."
Lara Hanania
senior
psychology

"Have fun, but not too much fun.
They say college years are the best
years of your life, so spend them
well."
Omar Alsheikh
junior
marketing

’Spend more time studying. You
can always make time on the weekends to have fun."
Leti Rios
junior
business

"Get
your GE done first. I was
supposed to graduate this semester,
but I have lower division GE classes
to complete. Just take everything
step by step and go see an advisor
every year."
E Spencer Toy
senior
photography

the other building."
Freshman Connie Wong thought the layout was nice, but felt
there needed to be more signs.
The interior of the building is well lit with dozens of halogen
lights hanging from the ceiling. The signs, however, are somewhat of a problem, said Wong
Most of the departments, such as the Bursar’s Office, Admissions and Records, financial aid and enrollment services are
labeled by signs measuring nearly six feet long and two feet
wide. Departments such as advisers, graduate studies and the
learning assistance resource center, however, have been labeled
with paper signs that are taped to the walls.
The layout of the new building is fairly simple, Admission
and Records is in the center of the lobby, the Bursar’s Office is
on the left and the Financial Aid Office and enrollment services are on the right.
The Bursar’s Office is the place to go when you need to pay
for parking permits, tuition, and tests, such as the Writing
Skills Test, Entry Level Math, and the English Placement Test.
The Tower card, SJSU’s student photo identification, can also
be obtained at the Bursar’s Office. The Tower card also gives
students access to all Santa Clara Valley Authority busses and
light rail when a transit access sticker is affixed on the plastic
sleeve that accompanies the card.
A transit access sticker is usually sent to a student after
tuition is paid, but can also be obtained at the Bursar’s Office.
A ramp separates the Bursar’s Office and Admission and
Records, and provides access to the General Education Advising
Desk and the Learning Assistance Resource Center.
Students seeking GE advising can sign up for appointments
at the desk or call (408) 924-2575. Drop-in appointments are
available from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays and
resume in the late afternoon around 3 p.m.. Students are taken
on a first come first serve basis.
The Learning Assistance Resource Center is home to a new
tutorial program that is provided by the university.
The tutorial program is open to all students who need help
with their studies, time management and note-taking skills, as
well as essay writing and general courage skills. The service
provides tutors who can assist students in all areas of math and
English Language Linguistic Development courses.
Prior to this semester, the program was only available to
educational opportunity program students - those who are residents of California and have shown a history of low income.
Beginning this semester, the program allows any student to
come in and check out the services, said staff member Alice
Ting.
The tutorial program has expanded because the university
realized the need for a centralized tutorial program, Ting said.
The number of students the program can handle has not yet
been defined. In the past, they have had requests up to 1,000
students per semester.
The program is also hiring tutors for the fall semester as it
looks to fill the amount of requests it’s anticipating.
"We take tutor requests all through the semester," said Ting,
"but we recommend the students to come in earlier to request
for a tutor in order to assure them a place."
Students looking to join the tutoring staff or to request a
tutor should call (408) 924-2587.

Compiled by Beau Dowling and photos by Joel Turner

Jackie D’Anionio Dail) Aitql
Angela Giakoumis hands a customer a fresh bag of popcorn from Tony’s Original Kettle Corn’s booth Friday at the Farmer’s Market. The market will be open from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m. every Friday at San Pedro Square.

MARKET: Environment attracts shoppers
continued from Page

Gourmet Tamales" has been in business for 28 years. Originally from
Spenger Foods. Harris, like many of Edinburgh, Texas, Sheridan has been
the sellers, said the difference selling at the San Jose market for the
between shopping at a grocery store past three years. The aroma of her
and shopping at the market is the freshly cooked chicken, pork and beef
people.
tamales lured in customers for a
"The Farmer’s Market is good for taste of the popular Mexican entree.
people who love socializing. It just
Sheridan said she hopes to see
creates a sense of community," Harris more students participating in what
said.
she calls a unique farmer’s market
Michelle Gannan, who also men- experience.
tioned coirununity involvement at the
Downtown San Jose’s Farmer’s
market, is a regular visitor.
Market is located at San Pedro’s
"I notice that everyone is friendly Square between Santa Clara Street
over here," Garman said. "It’s a lot and St. John Street. It is open from
different than shopping at grocery 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. every Friday until
stores."
Nov. 17.
Lydia Sheridan of "Lydia’s

BARLOW: Lyricists talks about copyrights
continued from Page I

tected by the U.S. Constitution, even if
that creativity is generated by hate
groups.
"The answer to hate speech is love
speech," said Barlow.
People who attended Barlow’s lecture found support in his words.
"For our profession, it’s to our benefit to
realize the potential and the downfalls,"
said Jennifer Harbster.
Harbster graduated with a degree in
the school of Library of Information and
Science at SJSU and is also the program
coordinator for the American Library
Association Student Chapter.
Harbster feels that Barlow "helps
librarians understand things better."
Robert Wagers, who videotaped the
discussion for the library organization
has hope for writers and artists of having "the possibility of publishing without selling their souls."

them and thought none of their records
would sell. Yet, Barlow said, the Grateful Dead became one of the most successful album selling bands.
"All of our records went platinum,"
Barlow said.
Which is probably the reason Barlow thinks "Napster is an incredibly
cool thing." Barlow said Napster is the
first step in connecting everyone on a
neurological level. "The war is over,
except for the litigation," said Barlow
in reference to the case involving Napster and members of the band Metallica. "(Publishers) would rather see it
die, than. to loosen thgig,grip on it," he

-

liarlow.is of the opiaion.that creativity should not be considered pmperty,
but a freedom of expression that is pro-

Get More By Learning a
Foreign Language
$2500 available for Majors
$1500 available for Minors

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE 1
Looking for the best
textbook prices and
great selection? We’re
right on campus and on
the web too, with the
right books at
competitive prices.
You’ll find lots of other
great stuff like clothes,
gifts, and supplies. You
can even pick up your
online order at our
store.

On the money.
On the way.
On the web.

Majoring or Minoring in a foreign language will enhance your
chances of success in your chosen career.
And you may qualify for a

META MARION GOLDSMITH SCHOLARSHIP
For more information contact:
Department of Foreign Languages

(408) 924-4602

Visit us online: s artansho s.com

Sweeney Hall Rm. 219

www.sjsu.edu/forlang
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FAx: 408-924-3282
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
DENTAL OFFICE Front Office
Assistant. Tue-Fri. 8am-12pm.
Must be friendly with ecellent
verbal skills. $10-$12/hr. We will
train Call Sue 408/ 279-8080.
COURT RUNNER NEEDED
Small Law firm seeks driving
enthusiast with clean driving
record. P/T or F/T, Mon -Fri.
$8 an hour. Call 408-244-4200.
PARTS RUNNER /GENERAL
LABOR. FCI Constructors, Inc.
is seeking a parts runner for
their San Jose office & northern
California yard. Responsibilities
will include pick-up/delivery of
spare parts, basic warehousing,
receiving inbound shipments.
*ssisting w/ outbound shipments
including packing/crating), and
supporting other areas within
the Operation Dept. some overtime required. Please apply to:
FCI Constructors. Inc., 90 Great
Oaks Blvd. Ste. 105, Sari Jose CA
95119; Fax: 408-227-8128; e-mail:
Cterry hbgconstructors.com.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
RECEPTIONIST
for upscale Saratoga Spa.
Heavy phones. scheduling. some
retail. Exceptional customer service skills required. Competitive
pay, benefits & 50% spa discount. Flexible schedule PT/FT.
Also
hiring
for
licensed
Manicurist and Esthetician.
Day
Spa.
European
Harmonie
Fax 408-741-4901
Sara 408-868-0149
www.eharmonie.com
ACUFACTS SECURITY Great for Students!
Apply Online!
F/T & P/T.
Top Pay
Some Study Posts!
Call Josie at 408-286-5880.
www.acufacts.com
PART TIME POSITION
for support in internal computer/
networking systems & telecommunications design. General
knowledge in computer hardware & network technologies
required. Knowledge in Windows
NT Workstation. NT Server, 98,
2000 & Mac essential Need
an energetic self-starting. selfmotivated person with a
"troubleshooter’s" mind. Fax
resume to 408-297-2995 or
email to info salasobrien.com.
RETAIL SALES &
ASSISTANT MANAGERS
Renowned coffee roaster has
openings for retail sales people
and assistant managers. We
offer competitive pay. bonuses
and discounts, medical, dental
(including prescription, vision &
chiropractic). domestic partner
coverage, commuter checks.
401k with 15. match. & flexible
work schedules. Please apply at
1330 El Paseo in San Jose.
2035 Camden Ave in San Jose,
798-1 Blossom Hill Rd in Los
Gatos, or 1140 Lincoln Ave,
suite C, in San Jose. We
encourage applications from
people of all ages, races and
ethnic backgrounds. Please
visit our website for more
information: www.peets.com.
PE ET’S COFFEE & TEA

1

CROCODILE CAFE - hiring for
Servers. Bussers, Runners
rt-losts & *Bartenders.
Applications accepted between
2pm- tom. Valley Fair Mall.
DIRECTOR for quality recreation
program serving 2 - 12 year
olds. Responsibilities include
program implementation. daily
op
bons & staff development.
es 30. hours/week. Must
State of CA Title 22
Regulations Flexible schedule
days. eves. weekends. Team
environment. Benefits avail. FAX
resume to 408-260-7366. Email
kidspark@kidsparkcenters.com
or call for interview 408-260-7929
KidsPark. Inc
PIANIST,
Sun mornings Comp. salary
David: 408-313-6200
LANGUAGE INSTRUCTORS,
Berlitz International Inc. is seeking native -fluent instructors
English, Farsi, German, Italian.
others. PT, flexible. International
environment. Will train Call
(408) 377-9513 or send letter &
resume to (408) 377-7628.
BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST
needed for 4 yr old Autistic boy
No experience required 251-5466
HOME HEALTH AID for 68 year
old male with Multiple Sclerosis.
Includes Room, Board, & Salary
Flexible schedule. approx 30
hrs a week For details contact
current health-aid 408-255-1718
Applicants please e-mail contact
info to. gib 0 mediacity.com.
PT LEGAL ADVOCATE
Dynamic, downtown nonprofit
seeks detail -oriented advocate
to assist clients with restraining
order papenvork & court accompaniment. No legal experience
required, but must have excellent communication skills and
desire to help women in crisis
$12 00 $13.80 / hour, benefits
Fax resume and cover letter
to’ 408-279-7586 E-mail
rebecca 0 nextdoor org
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DRIVING INSTRUCTOR teach
teens & adults Company car &
training provided. No experience
necessary. Over 18. HS grad.
Work when you want. Pay
negotiable. 408-971-0244.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work WI’
at 4th & Santa Clara Chevron.
Two locations. Apply in person
or call (408) 295-3964. Ask for
Ofelia.
WOMEN Of All Races Needed
BE AN EGG DONOR! $4000
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
is seeking bright, responsible,
non-smoking women ages 2130 with good medical history.
1-800-734-2015 or
www.SFfertility.com

11LJ ASS F1EED

DRIVER WANTED PART-TIME
$8.50/hr, 20-30 hrs/wk We are
located on 10th St. a mile from
campus Some Flexibility on
hours. We deliver supplies to
coffee houses. Must have good
driving record. 279-1695.

CATERING HELP WANTED We
specialize in catenng ice cream
sundaes to companies in Silicon
Valley Fun jobl!, $10/1-ir. 4 hour
minimum, most events are in the
early afternoon Tuesday through
Friday. 279-1695.

GREAT HOURS! 7sim - 3pm,
M-F. F/T & P/T Gain exp in
human services. Clean DMV.
Great bene for Fa. $10-8 starting. Call 408-871-9680

NEED A FLEX TIME JOB or paid
internship? Nationwide radio
company is looking for smiling
voices. For work experience,
great training, fun and money,
call Christie at 408-360-1370.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business. Perfect
for students. Eam $250 Every
weekend. Must have reliable
truck or van. Heavy lifting is
required. 408-292-7876.

FLAG FOOTBALL COACHES
needed ASAP for 5th-6th -7th 8th grade boys. $500 a team,
2-3 days a week, from 9/5-11/3,
starting at 3:15. Call Sandy at
867-6221 x 142.

CLERICAL PERSON - Part Time
ENTERTAINERS WANTED - Microsoft, Excel & general office ABA / BEHAVIORAL TUTOR
Need outgoing, energetic and work. etc. For more info call Kevin arn/pm. Approx 15 hrs/wk. Work
confidant individuals. Flex hours. Crowley 408-267-1665.
w/ 5 yr old boy w/ autism. Please
Contact Dasiti
408-573-1700.
call 831-689-9623 for details.
EXP TUTORS NEEDED for Eng.
CHILDREN’S THEATER
Math, Sci. Hist. etc. Jr. High &
EMBRACE YOUR FUTURE
Workshop Needs Leaders H.S. levels. Mon. thru Fn., 3pm 32 year old investment firm
We Train. 1-10 hrs wk. Reliable 8pm. $1,000/ mo. in cash. Call seeking marketing representatransportation needed. Good Ms. Scotti at 408-255-5247.
tives for our call center located
Pay. Must have experience
1 block from SJSU. Position
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
working with children. Call
does not require experience.
Valet parking attendants needed.
Carol 408/265-5096 or fax
Qualificatons:
Local valet company in search *Superior communication skills
resume to 408/265-8342.
of enthusiastic and hardworking
*Desire to learn &
P T RECEPTIONIST downtown individuals to work daytime and
excel in business
law office. Mornings only. Fax
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays &
Extremely reliable
resume to 408-295-9830.
weekends available. We will
*Aggressive & Competitive
work around school schedule. *Seeking high unlimited income
ICE CREAM MAKER WANTED Lots of fun & earn $8 - $15/hr.
Starting income potential of
Will train. Small ice cream manCall (408) 867-7275
$25450 per houi. Full & Part
ufacturer. An unusual different
time shifts available. For
job with lots of flexibility with VOCALIST, GUITARIST OR
telephone interview please call
hours. 20 hrs/wk. $9/hr. George
PERCUSSIONIST.
408-295-4810
281-7229 or 279-1695.
Sun. mornings. Comp. salary.
David 408-313-6200.
HELP WANTED! If you enjoy
GREAT JOB, fast moving, FUNI
eating ice cream and drinking
Customer Service positions UPSCALE DOWNTOWN SALON coffee and getting paid for it,
available to fit your schedule at NEEDS: stylists; aesthetician; Freddie’s Ice Cream and
our beautiful, boutique style manicurist. FT/PT salary/com Desserts is the place for you.
hotel with 235 elegant guest 408-998-0433.
Freddie’s is located on the corrooms. Just ten mins north of
ner of E. San Carlos St. and S.
SJSU. Please call The Beverly $1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 11th St. at 505 E. San Carlos.
Heritage Hotel, 408/943-9080 mailing our circulars. Free infor- Freddie is looking for qualified
or FAX your resume to Eduardo mation Call 202-452-5901.
people to smile, scoop, brew,
Alcocer,
Human
Resource
create and on occasion, when no
For Part -Time and
Director, 408/570-5477. Front
one else is looking, lick!
Desk Agents start at $9.25 plus Full -Time Positions, call Freddie’s is a great part-time
bonus. Bellperson/Drivers start HALLMARK PERSONNEL job, with flexible hours, a great
Fast placement, no fees
at $6.75 plus tips. Good DMV
manager and a fun atmosphere.
required. Pre -employment drug Office jobs in local companies If you are interested in working
Students/grads/career change here, pick up an application at the
test required. E.O.E.
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire store. If you have questions e-mail
Santa Clara to San Mateo
BEHAVIOR THEFtAPIES TUTOR
us at Freddieice @ earthlinknet
Phone: (650) 325-1133
position. To teach a 5 year old
Fax: (650) 325-3639
child who has language & social
skills delay. Training will be www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
provided. $12/hour. Call Kim:
DINING SERVICES POSITIONS
408/ 268-9218.
available. Spartan Shops, Inc.
SJSU. Need a job? Hours are
BICYCLE MESSENGER
BABYSITTER WANTED
flexible to meet your needs. All
Part-time, Flexible hours.
to care for easygoing 3 yr old
positions available. It’s conven- girl and 9 month old boy. 1-2
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose. ient, no hassle with traffic times a week. Responsible.
congestion. Join your friends & loving. experienced. Flexible
Inner City Express
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose classmates or meet new ones. day and eve hours in our home
Apply in the units: Student minutes from SJSU: 287-6898.
DEUVERY PERSON NEEDED Union Food Court, Sbarro’s,
Dining Commons or Jamba PT CHILDCARE / Willow Glen
GREAT ON -CAMPUS JOB!
Juice. AS A SPARTAN SHOPS 11:30-5 30, Tuesday & Thursday
Start
$7 00/hour
IMMEDIATE NEED
EMPLOYEE RECEIVE TEXTPreschool / School age
Work 7am to 9am on school BOOK & MEAL DISCOUNTS!!!!
408-448-8667
days. Deliver The Spartan Daily to Apply: Student Union Cafeteria
locations on campus & recycle (Food Couri & Jambe) - 924-1859; BABYSITTER / PLAYMATE
any previous day’s papers. Must be Dining Commons - 924-1740
6 year old boy. Los Gatos 2:30energetic. dependable morning Sbarro’s - 924-1858
6pm. 2-3 times per week. Must
person, able to lift bundles of Dining Services office - 924-1850. have car and great references
papers. with CDL & clean DMV.
working with children. Excellent
Apply at The Spartan Daily, PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS:
salary Shari 294-2712.
Dwight Bentel Hall. Rm 203 or HOPE Rehabilitation Services
209. For info call Kathy 924-3277. a non-profit agency which offers PART-TIME LOVING NANNY
a variety of quality services for 20+ hours per week. Afternoons
VALET PARKERS Part-time. individuals who have develop- & some evenings. Must have
evenings & weekends in Los mental disabilities. has P/T & own car. Must be flexible,
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be F/T employment opportunities. organized positive attitude. 3
neat in appearance with good
If you are interested in living school children (7,10,11). Help
customer service skills. Must be with a developmentally disabled with homework. chores & meals
able to drive a 5 speed and individual in exchange for rent; Transport to activities. Call Ann
have a valid COL. Immediate or assisting someone dunng the Marshall M -F, 792-4147
opening & flexible schedules week with daily living skills such
available. Earn $7-$8/tir. + tips. as grocery shopping ($10/hr) CHILD CARE/NANNY PT &FT
Please call 408-364-0240. call Debbie at 408/282-0493
Local Agency - $1 4-$1 8/hour
If you would like information Best lobs for top applicants!
Golden Gate Valet
about the FT, benefitted posi- STANFORD PARK NANNIES
SECURITY
tions of job coach and instructor
408-395-3043
Flexible WorkSchedule
(day activity or work activity)
www spnannies com
We train Student Friendly sites or PT substitute positions in
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY various programs ($9/hr) call
408-247-4827
Valerie in HR at 408/748-2890
We have flexibility to work
SALES /CUSTOMER SERVICE around a student schedule for
Immediate openings available the PT work & are located close
Flexibility around your schedule to SJSU. FT positions come FUN, HANDS-ON after -school
is possible Must have strong with excellent benefits. This is a Science Program. Looking for
computer skills and an excellent good opportunity to get practical Instructors. PT. flexible hours
telephone personality. Apply at experience in the field & work
Mad Science
Almaden Valley Athletic Club. with a reat group of clients &
(408) 262-5437
5400 Carnden Ave. SJ, 95124. staff Al?majors welcome
(408) 267-4032.

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare

EMPLOYMENT
Recreation/Swim etc.

CITY OF SAN JOSE, Recreation
Leader. $11 37 hour starting
Rewarding job tor someone
who enjoys working with youth.
Here’s your opportunity to make
a difference in a child’s life
Seeking candidates w/leadership. organization and problem
solving skills to implement exciting after school programs.
Hours are M-F afternoons and
Sat. mornings. Candidates must
have a high school diploma or
equiv. & pass a background
check before starting their
work assignment. For more
information contact the Hiring
Unit at 979-7826 or download
at
www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/
hum res/jobs/rl.htm
UFEGUARDS / SWIM lnstuctors
Now hiring for Fall. Ail shifts.
South Valley Family YMCA. SR-49
Santa Teresa Eilvd. 408-226-9622

TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS.
P/T Instructors Elem Schools.
Degree/Credental NOT Required
Opportunity for teaching exp
Need Car. VM. (408) 287-4170
ext. 408. EOE/AAE

SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool and School Age
Teachers and Aides. PT & FT
with excellent benefits Flexible
& fun environment! Please call
Tina @ 370-1877 x 29.
TEACHER, AIDES, SUBS
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
School age care in San Jose
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Call (408) 283-9200x21 or
Fax resume (408) 283-9201
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant
Toddler. and Pmschool Teachers
and Aides F/T & Pa positions
available. Substitute positions
are also available that offer flexible hours ECE units are
required for teacher positions
but not required for Aide positions Excellent oppportunity for
Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for interview
at 244-1968 or fax resume to
248-7350.

TEACHER for quality recreation
program serving 2 - 12 year
olds. Must enioy leading art.
games and group activities.
Flex hrs days, eve, weekends.
PT/FT.
Team
environment.
Benefits avail. ECE units preferred. FAX resume to 408-260.
7366. Email ludspark@kidspark.
centers.com, or call tor intennew
408-260-7929 KidsPark. Inc
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Spec. Ed & Regular Cla is
$9.53-13.53/hr. Saratoga Sch.x
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for
& application. Immediate Need
WORK STUDY- Math Tutorim
Job. Help prep. underachievin.
middle school students for college AVID program 3-6 hr/wk
$10/hr Located in schools.
Contact Zach 831-479-5317.
zjose ph santac ruz.k12.ca. us

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PRO-CHOICE, Pro-Environment
Republicans,
Campaigns.
Internshops Call Roger 749-1897

YOUR PERSONALITY
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHEFIS
determines your happiness
At Bright Horizons, we are
Know
why/ Call 1-800-293-6463
seeking talented and caring
for your free personality test
child care professionals to join
our growing network of Family
FREDDIE’S
Centers FT opportunities with
carrot cake will improve
Infants. Preschool. School -age
your eye sight
& Subs We offer compektive
salaries and excellent benefit New Smile Choice Dental Plan
package which includes tuition (includes cosmetic) $69 00 per
reimbursement. Join us in work- year Save 30. 60.
For info
ing with tomorrow’s leaders at
call 1-800-655-3225 or
our state of the art facilities
www studentdental com or
where children as well as
www goldenwestdental com
careers flourish Call Toll Free
877-336-3596.
FREDDIE’S Ice Cream &
www. brighthon ions com
Desserts is on the corner of S
Ilth St & San Carlos (By 7-11)
FREDDIE
attended Professor X’s school
for gifted youngsters

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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3 lines

One
Day
$5

Two
Days
$7

Three
Days
$9

Five
Days
$13

Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
FREQUENCt DISCOUNTS"
20 + consecutive issues’ receive 10% off
40 . consecutive issues receive 20*. off
50 . consecutive issues’ receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clarm County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25%
Lost &

Please check
one classification:

Norco

Four
Days
$11

OFF -

AddreSS

_Lost and Found’
_Announcements
Phone
_Campus Clubs
Messages
Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek
_Events
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Volunteers
San Jose State University
_For Sale
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
_Autos For Sale
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Electronics
? Deadline 10.00 a m two weekdays before publication
_Wanted
No refunds on canceled ads
MI All ads are prepaid.
_Employment
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
_Opportunities
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
0W/ISvcc

Zb code

FOR SALE

HEALTH/BEAUTY

www.aflordablelaptops.com
(800) 864-2345

LOSE UP TO 30 LBS
30-Day Mcciey Back Guaranteed
Natural. Dr Recommended..
Call (408) 793-5256
www.BodyNBalance.com

WORD PROCESSINQ

EVENTS

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FoR NATIONAL /AGENCY RA us ( Al I

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

PHN: 408-924-3277

DAYCARE TEACHERS
PROFESSIONAL
K-8 school seeks responsible
CONFIDENTIAL
WORD PROCESSING
individuals for extended dayFREE BIRTH CONTROL
Theses. Terrn Papers.
care. P/T
the afternoon No
program for Women includes
ECE units required. Previous Resumes, GroLp Projects, etc.
pregnancy testing, HIV and
expenence with children pre- All formats, specializing in APA
STD testing, EMERGENCY
Microtnini tape transcription.
ferred. Please call 244-1968 x 16
CONTRACEPTION, birth control
Fax. Experienced, dependable. pills, Depo-Provera shots, new
P.E. TEACHER’S AIDE Sacred
quick return. Cal I Linda
technology pap smear testing,:
Heart School. Saratoga. Aug.30408-264-4504.
physical exams, condoms, etc
June 12, M-F, approx. lpm-3pm.
Available 7 days a week by
Work with children in grades 1-8.
appointment Ask for Dr. Nunez.
Have willingness to team and
408-942-0980
confidence to take a class on
510-797-6560
FREDDIE’S Ice Creams
your own if needed, w/ positive
www.nunezmd.com
FAT,
Are
LOW
enthusiastic manner. $3500, paid
(When
compared
to
bacon)
over 10 months ($350/mo.) Call
Sandy 0 408-867-6221 x142.

YMCA
NOW HIRING FLEXIBLE HRS
(20-40) Los Gatos Rec. Dept Directors, Assistant Directors.
Teachers, & Aides
Several Positions Available. $8$11/hr. Rec leader 354-8700 x234 Thinking about a career working
with children? The YMCA of
FLAG FOOTBALL COACHES Santa Clara Valley is hiring
needed ASAP for 5th -6th-7th - Center Directors, Assistant
8th grade boys. $500 a team, Directors, Teachers, Aides, and
2-3 days a week, from 9/5-11/3, Elementary After-School Recrestarting at 3:15. Call Sandy at ation Leaders for our Preschool
867-6221 x 142
& Child Care Centers throughout
San Jose, Cupertino, Santa
LIFEGUARDS & SWIM
Clara. Los Gatos, Saratoga,
Instructors Needed.
Campbell. Evergreen, Milpitas &
We will train.
Benyessa. Full & Part-Time posiCall YMCA 0 370-1877x18.
tions available - hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams,
SWIM TEACHERS - Now hiring great experience in working with
warm, caring teachers for year- children, career advancement,
round swimming lessons in our excellent FT/PT benefits and
brand-new, state-of-the-art indoor training opportunities. Teachers
facility. Experience a plus. No require minimum 6 units in ECE,
experience? We will train you. Educ. Rec, Psych. Soc, Phys
Choose your hours as few as 4 Ed &/or other related fields. For
or as many as 40 hours/week. more information ft locations,
Morning, afternoon, evening & YMCA Job Hotline 408-869-1010
Saturday positions available. Fax your resume to 408-351-6477
Apply at Almaden Valley Athletic Email: YMCAjobtit scyymca.org
Club. 5400 Camden Ave., SJ www.sanjoseymca.org
(408) 267-4032.
WANT TO EARN EXTFIA MONEY
UFEGUARD & Swim Ins&uctors
AND
Fun Environment. Full-time &
LOVE CHILDREN ??
Part-time. Flexible hours. No
TOP
PAY1
experience necessary. Close to
SJSU. No experience neces- Immediate perm/temp positions
sary. Will train Call Central as Teachers or Assistants at
YMCA (408) 298-1717x34
ECE & Atter School Programs,
(408) 287-3222

EMPLOYMENT
Education/schools

7, 2000 At

Rental Housing
Shared Housing
Real Estate
Services
Health/Beauty
Spor1s/Thnlls
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing
Scholarships

Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

GREEK

CAMPUS CLUBS

START YOUR OWN Fraternity
Zeta Beta Tau is loking for me
FREDDIE’S Ice Cream &
Desserts is on the corner of S to start a new Chapter. If you
11th St & San Carlos (By 7-11) are interested in academic suc
cess, a chance to network an
an opportunity to make tnend
in a non -pledging Brotherhood
zbt@zbtnational.org o
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED to call 800-431-9674.
assist in teen programming at
the Southwest YMCA, Contact ELVIS LATS AT FREDDIE’S
Niki 370-1877

VOLUNTEERS

OPPORTUNMES
SING W/ ONE OF &SU’S RNE
CHOIRS’ Meet great people.
perform w/ SJ Symphony. All
majors welcome, Call Choral
Act. office (408) 924-4332

ENTERTAINMENT
ENJOY THE SUN
at Freddie s outdoor patio

RENTAL HOUSING

Looking For A Place To Live71
www housing101 net
HAVE COMPUTER? WORK
Your move off campus,
ONUNEI Earn $500 to $7000 a
mo. PT/FT. English Bilingual
also needed. Full Training.
408-882-5007
www.livelifeyoulove.com
INCREASE YOUR GPA,
number of friends & waistline,
All are possible at Freddie’s!

SERVICES

INSURANCE

BEST RATES
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Dnver Refused
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.1
S.R. filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am - 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL -COVERAGE INSUPANCE

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchand I se.

Buy
Izt’ Sell

the Spartan Daily Classified

Daily
liccROSSWORD
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLvED
1 Job
5 Arkin or Smith
9 Where
00M0
cranberries grow @MU ROM@
12 Port city of Brazil 0MM MOIMOM 00000
GIUOWO
0000MN0UM
13 Gray wolf
14 Water. to Pedro DOMMM
14001112001M
16 Straighten
OMOMMO OMMM
17 Infinite
00120@ MOW000
19 Antique auto
DO@ 00000 @MOM
20 Gush
01100 DOM00 0000
22 "Waiting for
Lefty" playwnght MOM@ 00000 @OM
23 Undisturbed
000M00 0MM00
24 Arizona crty
MOM 0000000
25 Plant science
00000
UMOMOM00
28 Kramer s friend
@MOM MO@MIO0M00
30 Deserves
MOHO@ MOOMM MOM
31 Exercise
program
MOOOM M010
MOM
32 Butter units
01999UnoodFeithoeSymbrate
36 Mets stadium
28 Architect [nig
2 John Glenn’s
37 Long -limbed
29 Urges (on)
state
38 Uprising
31 Swerves
3 Manipulate
39 Took to court
4
off -course
Jayhawkers
40 Has bills
33 Helper
5 Scrapbook
41 Marsh plant
Roman
34
House
part
6
42 Accumulate
garment
7 Border on
44 Tailor’s measure
part
Wineglass
35
8 Wk day
45 Made a small
9 Decay -resistant 37 Thoroughfare
dent
41 Went
wood
48 Natural
-Ah-choor
10 S-shaped
resources
43 List of options
moldings
49 Alliance
44
A Gershwin
11
Zest
50 Seaweeds
45 Twofold
12 Tavem
52 - Wiedersehen
46
Secret
or
soc
15 Org
55 Proclaimed
47 Fool
18 Gloomy
57 Striped animal
48
Poet Nash
21 Wield
59 Camera part
50 Feel sore
23 Mgratory bird
60 Shout of glee
51 Sly look
24 Waiter s load
61 Happening
52 Sleeping
25 Consumer
62 Hearty bread
53 Coffee
advocate
63 Seabird
containers
Myerson
64 Pops
54 Pudgy
26 Honolulu’s
56 Yellowknife’s
island
lea
27 - of
DOWN
58 A Gabor
knowledge
1 Corduroy rib

Main /MEM MEM
11111 MAIM=
UM MEM MOM=
ad/II:Madill".
MIME MEM daad
WM= ME= MOM
MEER MEM IMMEM

Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

MEM dMINIM Mad
aMMINIMMOM Mal=
MUM MEM =MEM
MUM ad= aMMIN

A
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SAN JOSE SEAM UNIVERSIIN
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college bookstore

e campus.com

FASTER
eCaMpUScom SAVE UP TO 50% ON TEXTBOOKS AND STUFF WITH FREE SHIPPING

SP1RIAN DARN

